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Operation regimes, plasma parameters, and applications of the low-frequency (;500 kHz!
inductively coupled plasma~ICP! sources with a planar external coil are investigated. It is shown
that highly uniform, high-density (ne;931012 cm23) plasmas can be produced in low-pressure
argon discharges with moderate rf powers. The low-frequency ICP sources operate in either
electrostatic~E! or electromagnetic~H! regimes in a wide pressure range without any Faraday shield
or an external multipolar magnetic confinement, and exhibit high power transfer efficiency, and low
circuit loss. In the H mode, the ICP features high level of uniformity over large processing areas and
volumes, low electron temperatures, and plasma potentials. The low-density, highly uniform over
the cross-section, plasmas with high electron temperatures and plasma and sheath potentials are
characteristic to the electrostatic regime. Both operation regimes offer great potential for various
plasma processing applications. As examples, the efficiency of the low-frequency ICP for steel
nitriding and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of hydrogenated diamond-like carbon
~DLC! films, is demonstrated. It appears possible to achieve very high nitriding rates and
dramatically increase micro-hardness and wear resistance of the AISI 304 stainless steel. It is also
shown that the deposition rates and mechanical properties of the DLC films can be efficiently
controlled by selecting the discharge operating regime. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in h
density low-temperature plasmas for material processing
plications, which include the fabrication of microelectron
materials and devices, material surface structuring and m
fication, thin films deposition and etching, and plasm
assisted synthesis of novel materials.1,2 High uniformity of
ions and active species, high product yield with low dama
process selectivity, and reproducibility are the common
quirements for plasma processing.3 The sources of induc
tively coupled plasmas~ICPs! with an external planar coi
have proven to meet the above requirements.4 The flat spiral
coil is powered by a rf generator through a matching circ

*Paper BI2 5, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 20 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: syxu@nie.edu.sg
b!Also at School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Nanyang Te

nological University, Nanyang Avenue, 639798 Singapore.
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Typically, the 13.56 MHz rf is used to drive the induce
currents and sustain the discharge maintaining the ioniza
of neural gas at a required level, although several wo
reported discharge operation at different frequencies, rang
from low5 to ultra-high frequencies.6

To date, a substantial amount of theoretical and exp
mental works on inductively coupled plasmas has been
ried out ~see, e.g., Refs. 4, 7 and the references therein!. In
particular, it has been clearly demonstrated that at low po
ers, the ICP discharge starts in the low-density electrost
regime, usually referred to as the E-mode. An increase of
rf power to a certain threshold results in transition to t
high-density regime~H-mode!. Transitions between the two
discharge regimes are accompanied by jumps in plasma
circuit parameters. Furthermore, the E→H and H→E transi-
tions occur under different values of the coil current, and
cyclic variation of the rf input power results in the nonline
discharge hysteresis.8–11 The nonlinearity of inductively

-

9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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coupled plasmas is further evidenced by the observatio
strong second harmonic rf currents even at low in
powers.12 Physically, higher harmonic signals presumab
originate due to the action of the nonlinear Lorentz force
plasma electrons and ions.7 Above all, the strong pondero
motive forces are expected to come into play and stron
modify the plasma parameters through the generation
steady-state nonlinear electromagnetic fields.13

The low-frequency~LF! devices have recently becom
very attractive as efficient sources of industrial plasmas.
has been evidenced by previous works,5,8,14–17the LF ICPs
possess a number of indisputable advantages that make
especially useful as prototypes of commercial large-a
plasma reactors. In this article, we investigate the key f
tures of inductively coupled plasmas produced in lo
frequency (;500 KHz! plasma sources at Nanyang Techn
logical University, Singapore15–17 and the Flinders
University of South Australia.8,14 The implications and ad
vantages of the low-frequency operation regime are emp
sized. We also confirm that the LF ICPs feature nonlin
hysteresis and higher harmonic generation effects. Furt
more, as the intensity of nonlinear plasma responses18 usu-
ally declines with operating frequency, we can expect t
the nonlinear hysteresis and higher harmonic generation
fects will be stronger than in conventional 13.56 MH
plasma sources. Likewise, we demonstrate the applicatio
the LF ICP source for the plasma-enhanced nitrogen ion
plantation and diffusion into the stainless steel and chem
vapor deposition~CVD! of hydrogenated diamond-like
carbon~DLC! films.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we d
scribe the experimental set-up, ancillary equipment, and
agnostic tools. Discharge operation and uniformity of plas
parameters are studied in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted
the E↔H mode transitions and discharge hysteresis
analysis of the behavior of the plasma parameters, op
emission intensity, and electromagnetic fields during
mode transitions. In Sec. V, the application of the LF IC
source for rapid steel nitriding and plasma enhanced che
cal vapor deposition~PECVD! synthesis of diamond-like
carbon films is demonstrated. The key features of the pla
source and the implications of the low-frequency operat
are discussed in Sec. VI. We end the paper with Conclus
where the results obtained are summarized.

II. THE LF ICP SOURCE AND DIAGNOSTICS

The experiments were carried out at the Nanyang Te
nological University ~NTU!, Singapore, and the Flinder
University of South Australia on two similar plasma sourc
Here we mainly concentrate on the results obtained at N
and, where applicable, refer the reader to earlier works d
at Flinders University.

A. The LF ICP source

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up
sketched in Fig. 1~note the coordinates used in this work!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The plasma is generated in a cylindrical, stainless s
walled vacuum chamber with the inner diameter 2R532 cm
and lengthL520 cm. The chamber is cooled by continuo
water flow in between the inner and outer walls of the cha
ber. Four rectangular side ports and 15 radially aligned ho
in the bottom allow the access for various diagnostic too
The top plate of the chamber is a fused silica disk, 35
diameter and 1.2 cm thick, which forms a vacuum-tight
electric window. The chamber is evacuated by a 450 l s21

turbo-molecular pump backed by a two-stage rotary pum
The typical base pressure of;231025 Torr is routinely
achieved. The inflow rate and pressure of the working
are regulated by a combination of a gate valve and M
mass-flow controllers. The pressure is measured by M
Baratron capacitance manometer. The operating pressu
typically maintained in the rangep050.3– 1000 mTorr, im-
portant for most plasma processing applications.3

The rf field is generated by means of a 17 turn, flat sp
coil made of 6.35 mm diameter copper tube~with the cooling
water flows inside! firmly fixed 3 mm above the quartz win
dow atop of the vacuum chamber. A low frequency~500
kHz! rf generator is used to drive the flat spiral coil throu
a matching network.

The rf generator is connected to the rf coil via a matc
ing network. The equivalent circuit of the LF ICP source
given in Fig. 1~b!. HereV0 andR0 are the open circuit volt-
age and resistance of the rf generator,Vi andI i are the input
voltage and current into the matching network,Rc andLc are
the resistance and inductance of the unloaded coil,DLp is the
variable part of the circuit inductance due to the plasma lo
Rp is a reflected plasma resistance,I c is the coil current, and
L5Lc2DLp . CapacitorsC1 andC2 are used to match the r
generator to the plasma load. In calculating the power dep
ited in the plasma, the power dissipated in the coil has b
deducted straightforwardly. We note thatX5(Vi /I c)sinf
5vL2(1/vC1)5Xc2DXp is the total circuit reactance,Xc

andDXp are the unloaded circuit reactance and a reacta
change due to the plasma, andf is the phase shift betwee
Vi and I c , respectively.14,17

B. Plasma diagnostics

The rf voltageVi and the circuit currentsI i , I c are mea-
sured using Tektronix P6009 voltage probes and the
Pearson current transducers~model 1025!, respectively. The
rf signals are digitized by the Tektronik TDS 460 digit
storage oscilloscopes before being transferred to a comp
for analysis.

The rf magnetic fields are measured using two miniat
magnetic probes each consisting of 12 turn windings on
end of 5 mm diameter fused silica tube. One of them sen
the radial component whereas the other senses both axia
azimuthally components, with appropriate orientation. T
probe is inserted either horizontally or vertically through t
holes in the side port or bottom of the chamber.

The electron density, temperature, and plasma poten
have been measured using a rf compensated single cylin
cal Langmuir probe. The probe can be moved radially a
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 1. Sketch~a! and equivalent circuit diagram~b! of
the LF ICP source.
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axially through one of the four port windows or holes in t
bottom plate. The Langmuir probe data on both set-ups
cross-referenced by the integrated electron density prov
by the heterodyne microwave interferometer at Flind
University.19

The optical emission from the ICP discharge has b
collected using a light receiver mounted on the side fac
view-port and transmitted via the optical fiber to SpectroP
750 monochromator/spectrometer. The latter provided re
lution of 0.023 nm scanning over the wavelength spectr
from 350 to 850 nm. Other details about the experimen
set-ups and plasma diagnostic can be fou
elsewhere.8,14,15,17
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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III. SOURCE OPERATION AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS

In this section, we describe the operation of the plas
source and give insight into measurements of electrom
netic properties of the discharge. Radial and axial profiles
the plasma potential, electron density, and temperature
studied. We also demonstrate that the plasma source ca
ficiently operate in a wide range of the filling gas pressur

A. Electromagnetic properties

The source performance experiments have been c
ducted in argon gas in the pressure range of 0.3–1
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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mTorr.14,17 Prior to the discharge, the chamber was fill
with argon at the pre-determined pressure. The match
tuning capacitors and the generator bank voltage were s
initial levels. The rf generator has then been turned on. I
noteworthy that, to avoid damage of generator by stron
currents reflected by poorly matched circuits, the discha
was always started with low rf powers, and the matching
been adjusted properly thereafter. Thus, the discharge alw
started in a faint electrostatic~E! mode sustained by the po
tential drop between the inner and outer rf coils.8,14 A
gradual increase of the rf generator output results in
charge transition to a high-density and visually mu
brighter regime~H-mode!. Thereafter, the power input ha
been slowly decreased back to the minimum starting le
The peak-to-peak voltage, coil current and the phase dif
ence between them have been continuously recorded.

Figure 2 displays the plasma load resistanceRp and re-
actance changeDXp as a function of the power dissipated
the plasmaPp in 12 mTorr Ar discharge. The process sta
at point ~1! corresponding to a faint E-mode, the dischar
remains faint until reaching the state~2!. The subsequen
increase of the powerPp leads to a sudden transition to
bright H-mode point~3!. It is clearly seen from Fig. 2 tha
the E→H transition is accompanied by a substantial raise
the amount of the plasma resistanceRp and a significant
decrease of the coil currentI c and the plasma reactanc
DXp . Thereafter, the input power has been continuously
creased, and the discharge remains in the H-mode. As th
power is increased further, the value ofDXp further de-
creases, while the plasma resistanceRp steadily grows~Fig.
2!.

FIG. 2. Reflected plasma resistance~a! and change in load reactance~b!
versuspower absorbed by the plasma forp0512 mTorr.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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After reaching the state~4!, where thePp is maximal,
the coil current has been lowered and the discharge still
mains in the H-mode even after passing point~3! of the
original E→H transition. The inverse H→E transition occurs
at coil currentI c @point ~5!# less than that of E→H transition.
Point ~6! corresponds to the E-mode discharge phase. D
charge end at point~7!. We note that the discharge is bistab
if 220 W ,Pp,840 W. In this case the two different value
of circuit parameters correspond to the same rf power. T
observed process is cyclic and highly reproducible.

The global electric quantitiesRp andDXp can be used to
obtain the spatially averaged plasma parameters. Usin
simple transformer model, El-Fayoumi and Jones14 inter-
preted their electrical measurements by considering th
coil to form the primary, and the plasma to act as a sing
turn secondary coil, of an air-core transformer. The measu
circuit quantities are then linked to the electromagnetic fie
through the power balance equation. This model provides
efficient and simple way in design of the rf coupling circu
and in understanding of the general properties of LF I
discharges. For further details, we refer the reader to Ref
and 14.

B. Plasma parameters

The detailed Langmuir probe scans have been perform
inside the chamber, and the spatial profiles of electron d
sity ne , temperatureTe , and plasma potentialVp have been
obtained for various total input power and filling pressu
The axial profiles of the plasma parameters have been m
sured at 7 available axial positions in the side-ports. T
radial distributions are obtained by moving the probe alo
the diameter of the chamber at the central port (z510 cm!
position.

Figure 3 shows the radial profiles ofne , Te , andVp for
total input powerPtot;1.7 kW in a 22 mTorr, H-mode argon
discharge. These profiles reveal that a high density, hig
uniform plasma is produced throughout the entire cro

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the electron densityne , temperatureTe , and
plasma potentialVp in a 22 mTorr, H-mode Ar discharge. The rf inpu
power is 1.7 kW.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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section of the discharge chamber. The radial nonuniform
of the electron density is estimated to be less than 8% o
the radii of the chamberR,15 cm. The value of the electro
number density is very high (ne;931012 cm23). The
plasma potential~13–17 V! is quite low; so is the electron
temperature (;2.5 eV!.

The axial profiles ofne , Te , andVp measured atr 50
for the same discharges are displayed in Fig. 4. It is seen
the electron density, temperature, and plasma pote
gradually decrease along the axial direction. This res
agrees with the Chakrabarty’s heterodyne microwave in
ferometer measurements.19

Another important feature of the LF ICP discharge
that it can be operated in a broad range of the filling g
pressures. Figure 5 depicts how the electron density, t
perature, and plasma potential vary with the argon gas p
sure. It is seen thatne increases with pressure ifp0,200
mTorr and declines in the succeeding range. The elec
temperature and plasma potential also diminish with incre
ing the filling gas pressure. It is worth emphasizing that
source operation is highly reproducible in a broad gas p
sure range~0.3–900 mTorr!.

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 3, axial profiles.

FIG. 5. Electron density, electron temperature, and plasma potentialversus
argon pressure forPtot51700 W, measured at the chamber center.
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IV. DISCHARGE HYSTERESIS

As was mentioned above, the cyclic variation of the
put power results in strongly nonlinear hysteresis of the
cuit parameters. Here, we reveal that hysteresis is also
case for the plasma parameters and the optical emission
tensities. It will also be shown that the E→H transition is
accompanied by the generation of strongly nonlinear elec
magnetic fields.

A. Variation of plasma parameters

The important feature of the LF ICP is a discontinuo
transition of the plasma parameters during the E↔H mode
transitions. Figure 6 reveals that in the 22 mTorr dischar
the electron density instantaneously increased by about
orders of magnitude fromne;631010 cm23 to ne;8
31012 cm23 in the vicinity of E→H transition. The inverse
H→E transition, which occurs if the input power diminishe
to ;400 W, is accompanied by a sharp down-jump ofne .
Within the H-mode discharge, the electron temperature
mains almost constant (Te;2.5 eV! and is not affected by
the variation of the input power in the range 400–1700 W.
the E-mode, the average value ofTe (;8.5 eV! turns out to
be higher than in the electromagnetic regime.

B. Optical emission spectra

The optical emission spectra of excited neutral and
ionized argon atoms have been investigated in the wa
length range 350–850 nm. The plasma species have b

FIG. 6. The changes ofne ~a! andTe ~b! in the course of E↔H transitions.
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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identified by wavelengths and intensities of their emiss
lines. The optical emission intensity~OEI! profiles for vari-
ous species have also been obtained as a function of r
and axial position. It has been observed that the OEI un
goes considerable changes during the E↔H transitions.

The cyclic variation of the OEI corresponding to th
833.22 nm line of a neutral Ar atom with the coil current
depicted in Fig. 7 for different gas pressures. It is clea
seen that the E→H transition is accompanied by an instant
neous raise of the OEI. In the H-mode regime, the OEI f
ther increases with the coil current. A similar tendency h
been reported9 for mode transitions in a helical inductivel
coupled plasma source. However, the intensity diminis
linearly with reducing the coil current, and the discharge
still in the bright H-mode even for coil currents smaller th
the E→H transition current. Near the point of the H→E tran-

FIG. 7. Variation of the optical emission intensity of Ar0 line ~833.22 nm!
during E-↔H-mode transitions.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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sition the OEI decreases to the level corresponding to
dim E-mode. In the electrostatic regime, the OEI does
change much and remains low.

Using the OEI data, one can obtain the dependence
the minimal starting current that initiates the E→H transi-
tion, and the minimal H-mode maintenance current~thresh-
old current for the H→E transition! on the operating gas
pressure.15 The E→H and H→E transitions are initiated a
different values of the gas pressure for the same coil cur
I c , which confirms that hysteresis also occurs with variat
of the filling gas pressure.

C. Nonlinear electromagnetic fields

To demonstrate that the nonlinear effects are import
in the low-frequency ICPs, the components of the rf ma
netic fieldB have been measured in both discharge regim
Figure 8 shows the radial profiles of the amplitudes of
fundamental and second harmonics of the field measure
z54 cm. It is seen that in the low power, E-mode dischar
only fundamental harmonics of the magnetic fields a
present.

After transition to the electromagnetic mode, the ma
netic fields change dramatically. The fundamental harmon
of Bz andBr components diminish compared to their valu
in the E-mode~notePp;230 W in the E-mode and 817 W in
the H-mode!.

However, as can be seen from Fig. 8,Bf component
undergoes the most significant changes. In the E-mode,
is a purely linear signal with a sharp dip in the vicinity o
r 58 cm. After transition to the H-regime, the strong seco
harmonic signal, with the amplitude four-fold higher tha
that of the fundamental harmonics, is generated. TheBf

component in the electromagnetic mode peaks atr;6 cm.
We note that a similar result has been observed in a hig
frequency ICP discharge.12 The azimuthal rf magnetic field
51
ng
FIG. 8. Radial profiles of the amplitudes ofB-field in
the H- and E-mode measured at the mid-plane for a
mTorr Ar discharge showing the generation of a stro
second harmonics ofBf .
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is presumably generated by the second harmonic polo
(r 2z plane! current driven by the nonlinear Lorentz forc
arising as a result of action ofBr(v) and Bz(v) magnetic
fields on the azimuthal rf currentj f(v).

V. APPLICATIONS OF THE LF ICP SOURCE

In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of the
ICP source for the plasma enhanced nitrogen ion impla
tion and diffusion into the stainless steel and chemical va
deposition of the DLC films.

It should be noted that depending on the process, ei
one of the two distinctive operation regimes can be us
which implies very high flexibility of the plasma source fo
certain applications. For instance, for rapid steel nitridin
the high-density H-mode appears to be preferable, while
diamond-like carbon films can be deposited in either one
the E or H regimes with different deposition rates.

A. Plasma enhanced nitriding of stainless steel

The AISI 304 stainless steel substrates have been us
study the nitrogen ion implantation and diffusion into a s
face layer. The H-mode plasma has been generated in a
and nitrogen gas mixtures. An additional inlet of hydrog
allowed nitriding rates to be controlled. The substrates w
negatively biased with respect to the plasma. The nitrid
rates and morphology analysis have been performed with
inverted metallographic microscope. The surface hardn
and tribological properties have been analyzed by mean
the Vickers microhardness and wear tests. The eleme
composition of the nitrided layer has been studied using
Energy Dispersive x-ray Analysis~EDXA!.

The substrate temperature appears to be a key param
of the nitriding process. The drawback of many conventio
technologies is that relatively high nitriding rates a
achieved with substrate temperatures, well above 500
However, such temperatures adversely affect the corro
performance of stainless steels owing to the precipitation
CrN, which removes chromium from a solid solution. In th
experiment, the process has been performed at low
(;330 °C! steady-state temperatures achievable using an
ternal heater control system.

Figure 9 displays the dependence of the Vickers ha
ness value on the substrate temperature, measured with
g load at the nitriding depth of 25mm. It is seen that very
high values of hardness (;1300 Hv! can be achieved at
temperature of 330 °C, which is much lower than the us
substrate temperatures.

Figure 10~a! shows the hardness profile against the de
measured along the cross-section of the nitrided layer.
sample has been treated for 2 hours at the substrate tem
ture of 395 °C and the bias potential of 200 V. It is seen t
2 hours of plasma processing result in the 7-fold increas
the hardness value. The latter decreases slowly as one m
away from the top surface and eventually reaches the h
ness of the steel matrix~185 Hv!. The result implies that the
nitrogen ion implantation/diffusion into the steel in the L
ICP source is a really very fast process. Indeed, the 2-h
treatment yields approximately 80mm deep nitrided layers
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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~Fig. 10!. Dramatic enhancement of the steel hardness a
results in;10 times improved wear resistance, which is e
denced by the ball-on-disk tribological wear tests.

Furthermore, it is found that distribution of the conte
of chromium remains constant over the entire substr
nitrided layer whereas the nitrogen content gradually
creases in the nitrided layer and quickly drops near
boundary @Fig. 10~b!#. Hence, the problem of chromium
depletion affecting the steel corrosion properties has b
significantly minimized.

To demonstrate the uniformity of the nitroge
implantation/diffusion depth, a large, 22 cm diagon
AISI304 plate was placed on a modified substrate holder.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the micro-hardness on the substrate temperatuT.

FIG. 10. The hardness profile versus the depth measured along the
section~a! and the elemental distribution of chromium and nitrogen over
nitrided layer~b!.
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 This a
avoid overheating of the dc power supply by the excess
current drawn by the large substrate, the nitriding proc
was undertaken at a minimal bias voltage of 45 V for re
tively short time~50 min!. The nitriding depth profile~Fig.
11! reveals that the nitrided layer is indeed highly unifor
The averaged variation of the layer thickness does not
ceed 7% across the entire sample.

B. PECVD of DLC films

Another example of the application of the LF ICP sour
is the PECVD synthesis of the hydrogenated diamond-
carbon ~DLC! films. For DLC film deposition, polished
Si~100! substrates have been placed in the discharge in
CH4 ~20 sccm! and Ar ~2 sccm! gas mixture. The thicknes
and the surface roughness of the films have been meas
with a surface profilometer. The hardness and Youn
modulus were characterized by a nanoindenter, using
continuous stiffness option with the maximum load of
mN.

The deposited films appear to be smooth and mech
cally hard. The surface roughness ranges from 0.1 nm to
nm, depending on the rf power. The bonding states of
film material were analyzed by the Raman spectrosco
which reveals the two typical peaks at 1374 cm21 ~disor-
dered, D band! and 1546 cm21 ~graphitic, G band! charac-
teristic to hydrogenated diamond-like carbon.

FIG. 12. The deposition rate and hardness of the DLC films as a functio
the input rf power.

FIG. 11. Nitriding depth versus positionx.
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Figure 12 shows the film deposition rate and hardnes
a function of the rf input power~at the bias voltage of 200
V!. It is found that the deposition rate of the DLC film in
creases with rf power. In the low-power electrostatic regim
the film deposition rate is typically below 7.5 nm/min. Var
ing the rf power from 700 W to 1200 W, a substantial, fro
10 nm/min to 35 nm/min, increase in the film deposition ra
is clearly seen. Furthermore, the deposition process has
enhanced most noticeably in the power range of 700–800
The subsequent mechanical hardness tests reveal the
provement of the DLC film hardness from 15 to 21 GPa
the same range of input powers.

VI. DISCUSSION

We now discuss the features and implications of
low-frequency operation of the inductively coupled plasm
source. First, operating in the two~E and H! regimes, the
latter simultaneously embodies the asymmetric capaci
and flat spiral coil inductive plasma sources. Depending o
specific problem, the operation regime can be selected
cordingly. For instance, the deposition rates and mechan
properties of the DLC films grown in the E and H dischar
regimes appear to be different.

In the electromagnetic mode, the LF ICPs feature u
form, large-area, high-density plasmas with low sheath
tentials near the substrate surface, independent control o
plasma density and the ion energy, high power transfer e
ciency, low circuit loss and easy handling, and stable ope
tion in a wide range of filling gas pressures. We need
stress that high-density, uniform plasmas is generatedwith-
out any external magnetic confinement. This feature is hig
desirable for low damage, large wafer semiconduc
processing.1,2

In the electrostatic discharge mode, lower-density pl
mas, with higher electron temperatures and plasma poten
are produced. We note that the ICP feature excellent uni
mity of the electron/ion number density through the ent
discharge cross-section and volume in the H-regime,
high cross-sectional uniformity in the E-mode.

The low-frequency operation offers several practical a
vantages including low skin-effect related circuit loss, ea
control of the matching unit, high power transfer efficienc
easy diagnostics, and low voltage across the coil. T
equivalent circuit analysis14 shows that the capacitive rf field
is too weak to cause any significant window sputtering. F
thermore, lowering of the operating frequency enables on
make the rf wavelength much longer than the coil length a
eliminate the standing-wave effects peculiar to 13.56 M
ICPs. This provides a practical solution for up-scaling of t
ICP reactors without affecting the uniformity of electron a
ion number densities.5,20

Another important feature of the LF ICP discharge is t
wide range of operating pressures, which is very promis
for multifunctional semiconductor processing. Indeed,
low pressure regime is favorable for deep-micron etch
whereas high pressure is ideal for photo-resist striping.1

The experimental studies of plasma parameters and
tical emission manifest that the nonlinear hysteresis effe

of
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 This a
are inseparably associated with the mode jumps in LF IC
The reasons leading for hysteresis are still unclear and
the subject of ongoing investigations.21 However, this phe-
nomenon, alongside with generation of strong second
monic signals, favors the implication that the entire behav
of the low-frequency discharge is strongly nonlinear. Phy
cally, the plasma nonlinearities are stronger at low
frequencies.18 Thus, the amplitudes of the nonlinear Loren
force appear to be inversely proportional to the rf. Hence,
nonlinear interaction ofBr , Bz with the azimuthal rf current
j f , leading to generation of strongly nonlinear poloidal cu
rents is stronger at lower frequencies.

The other argument that confirms the strength of non
ear effects in the discharge is the observed discrepancy o
measured highly uniform plasma density profiles with tho
obtained from conventional linear diffusion models.17 One
can presume that this could be the result of the pondero
tive force action, as well as other possible nonlinear effe
The adequate theoretical models for the above nonlinear
nomena still expect their realization. The fact that the am
tude of the second harmonics ofBf appears of the sam
order as that ofBz,r indicates that the conventional weak
nonlinear models can hardly be invoked for explanation, a
the strongly nonlinear approaches have to be used inste

It should be emphasized that the outstanding uniform
of the nitrided layer mirrors the electron density profil
~Sec. III!. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that high a
uniform plasma density is responsible for the rapid and u
form ion implantation/diffusion process. We note, howev
that the classical diffusion solution does not adequately
scribe the dynamics of the rapid LF ICP nitriding proce
and needs substantial modification.19

We have demonstrated that the plasma density is a
factor in the deposition rate of the DLC films. In fact, th
noticeable enhancement of the DLC film deposition proc
can be attributed to the E to H mode transition, which
accompanied by a great increment in the plasma density

Another interesting advantage of the LF ICPs that
beyond the scope of this paper, include electron energy
tribution functions~EEDF! with strong high energy tails~bi-
Maxwellian EEDF! in the H-mode,22 and bi-modal ion fluxes
in the electrostatic regime.23 Both features appear to be in
credibly advantageous for control of the composition of
tive species in plasma chemistry.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the performance of
500 kHz planar-coil inductively coupled plasma source. T
global electrical characteristics of the discharge, distributi
of the induced electromagnetic fields, plasma density, po
tial, electron temperature, and the optical emission spe
have been investigated. The processes of E-↔H-mode tran-
sitions have been verified. Several indisputable advanta
of the low-frequency inductively coupled plasma sour
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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such as very high plasma density, excellent uniformity o
large areas, low electron temperature and a moderate pla
potential, absence of the Faraday shield or multipole m
netic confinement, low circuit loss, easy up-scaling, and e
operation, have been shown. We have also demonstrated
the LF ICP source is very efficient for plasma-enhanced
triding of solid materials and PECVD thin film deposition
These results imply very attractive prospects for indust
applications of the planar-coil LF ICP source.
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